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Quote posters also 

come in color for a 

beautiful display!

Quotes in black and white for ink-saving 

purposes!  Print on colored paper for a 

colorful display!

Many also offer the 

option of not 

having a picture.

Motivational Quotes

41 growth mindset 
quotes to display 
in each style!  And 

I’ll be adding 
more!!



Multiple 

choices in color 

for one color 

theme, a 

rainbow theme, 

or to mix and 

match colors!

Includes 

ink-saving 

white!  

Print on 

colored 

paper if 

desired!

Also complete with an 

editable version so you 

can create your own set 

of job choices.

Job Chart



Each step aligns with 

Growth Mindset 

statements!

Comes in two different 

styles (growth mindset 

head and gears) and either 

color or white.  Print on 

colored paper for the ink-

saving white, if desired.

Includes an 

EDITABLE 

version!

Behavior Clip Chart



There are also cards 

in ink-saving white!

Create a calendar in one 

color, in rainbow colors, 

or mix and match.

Includes an EDITABLE 
version!

There are also special 

days and holiday cards!

Months, Days of 

the Week, 

Seasons, and 

Weather!

Calendar & 
Weather

Chart



Comes in a variety of colors 

and ink-saving white!  

• Cursive writing, 2D

shapes, Fraction

number line in

fourths, Multiplication

chart

• Cursive writing, 3D

shapes, Decimal

number line in

quarters,

Multiplication chart

• Print writing, Place

value chart to

billions, to scale

centimeter ruler,

Analog clock, and

hundred chart

• Print writing, Basic 2D

shapes, number line

to 30, colors

Growth 

Mindset 

Quotes!

Laminate and use each year!

EDITABLE!

Desk Plates/Strips



Labels also come in an 
editable version!

And ink-

saving white!

Each label set 

comes in a 

variety of 

colors!

Two Different 
Sizes!

The larger 

cards are 4” x 

5” and the 

smaller cards 

are 2.5” x 3.5” 

each in size.

Labels



Each font style 
set comes in a 

variety of colors!

And in ink-saving white! 

You can print on colored 

paper, if desired!

This helps match your classroom décor!  You can have 

one solid color, a rainbow theme, or mix and match!

Two Different font styles
In growth mindset gears

And an editable version!

Schedule Cards



It also comes in ink-

saving white!  You can 

print it on color paper, if 

desired.

Each Word Wall 

letter set comes 

in a variety of 

colors.  You can 

use one solid set, 

a rainbow theme, 

or mix and 

match!

Two 

different 

style choices 

– the growth

mindset

head and

the gears.

This word 

wall set 

comes with 

Kindergarten 

through 3rd

grade Dolch

words!

And a blank 

editable set 

of cards for 

creating your 

own words 

for the word 

wall!

Word Wall




